PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

24TH MIDWEST PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SEMINAR

The 24th Midwest P.D.E. Seminar will be held at the University of Notre Dame on November 12 and 13, 1988.

The following people have agreed to talk:

Sigurd Angenent, University of Wisconsin
Patricio Aviles, University of Illinois at Urbana
Russel Caflisch, Courant Institute
Sun-Yung A. Chang, UCLA
Stephen Semmes, Rice University

As in the past, there will be some support available for graduate students. Interested students should contact Nancy Stanton. Priority will be given to students who contact her by October 28.

There are two places to stay within walking distance of the campus:

Jamison Inn
1404 Ivy Rd.
(219) 277-9682
$58 single, $65 double + tax
(breakfast included)

Morris Inn
Notre Dame
(219) 234-0141
$50 single, $58 double + tax

A block of rooms is being held at the Morris Inn until October 28. If you reserve a room there, refer to the Midwest P.D.E. Seminar.

If you have any questions, contact Nancy Stanton (219) 239-7436, email FHT793@IRISHMVS.BITNET, Mei-Chi Shaw (219) 239-6357 or Gary Roberts (219) 239-5402.